During your journey through this NEW VICTORY Arts Break series, you will want your very own notebook to track your discoveries, respond to activities and document your adventures with New Victory this season! This could be a notebook you have lying around or even some loose paper that you can collect and put all together.

**Materials:** Any notebook you have! Any size, any color, any shape. Markers, pens and any other decorative items you want to add to make this notebook special.

**STEP ONE: DECORATE YOUR NOTEBOOK!**
Go all out on the outside and the inside. Use anything that you have (and your imagination, of course). Stickers! Glitter! Colors! Fun pictures! Be sure to add your name somewhere, and leave room on the cover of the notebook for your title.

**STEP TWO: TITLE YOUR NOTEBOOK!**
- Write your title on the cover of your notebook to complete your decoration.
- Some examples are:
  - “Mia’s Super Fun Arts Break Adventure with New Victory!”
  - “Travel Journal”
  - “Around the World with Mia!”
  - “2020-21 New Victory Theater Adventures!”

**STEP THREE: MAKE YOUR FIRST JOURNAL ENTRY!**
- Write a cool entry introduction to...you!
- Draw a picture of yourself or tape one that you have handy.
- Add in three fun facts about you.
  - Some examples are:
    - Favorite color
    - Favorite things to do
    - Special skills
    - Your favorite New Victory show
- Decorate the page with anything that feels like you!

As we go through the month, look out for prompts that you’ll need your notebook to complete! Feel free to note and draw anything you find inspiring along the way.

*No rules—just a place to create. Have fun!*